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An Excerpt from The Laird of Duncairn, Book I of The Fey Matter
She grabbed the throttle and tested it in her grip. “I’ve studied it enough. And if these dimwitted creatures
can figure it out, I’m sure I’ll do the same. I’ve worked with stardust before and know its properties. You know
that I have.”
Robert Ramsey’s snort was so loud it could’ve come from one of the horses. “Stubborn as a goat, you are, and
like to get yourself killed for it.”
“I don’t need to make it very far, and I won’t be seen. By daylight I’ll have hidden this thing and be well on my
way to Edinburgh.”
His body stiffened, preparing another argument. Then he swatted a hand and relaxed. “Your health be yours
to ruin,” he mumbled. He turned to one of the saddles. Digging out a pair of coachman’s goggles, he offered
them. “To keep the wind from blinding ye.” She accepted them with thanks, and they worked to strap the
wings onto her back. The harness wrapped around her shoulders, chest, and waist. The trow who’d worn it
had been a deal smaller than her, and it took some doing adjusting all the lengths. But the weight was
surprisingly manageable. The compartment housing the stardust felt no heavier than a tramper’s rucksack,
and the wings folded out like she had a few extra coats draped over her arms.
With the goggles fitted snugly over her cheeks, she knew she must’ve looked like a giant moth as she turned
to Ramsey. “Fare thee well,” she said.
“I will return as soon as I can.”
Ramsey’s eyes turned soft, and he
placed a hand on her shoulder. “Keep
your head down in the city, Effie. The
strangers you find in the pubs there
aren’t the kind, generous souls you’ve
found out here.”
Grinning, she gave him a wink and
wheeled about so she pointed south.
An open field and the blanket of night
stretched before her, with the stars
above fading toward dawn. A lump
clogged her throat, and she knew if
she stopped to think it would only threaten her resolve. She hit the throttle and felt the wings push forward,
the straps of the harness digging into her shoulders.
The contraption whistled on her back, shoving her forward. But the force did not free her from the ground,
and she had to stagger across the field to keep from toppling over. Catching her balance, she hit the throttle
harder. Her stagger became a sprint, wings spread wide, each step lighter than the last. After a few paces, her
toes barely kissed the ground. She leapt and felt the wings catch the wind, pushing her further into the sky.
A giddy scream escaped her lips…
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ABOUT THE LAIRD OF DUNCAIRN
1882 Scotland. The auld alliance betwixt king and fey has long been forgotten. As halffey Effie of Glen Coe struggles against the greed of mighty lords and to escape the
clutches of the queen’s minions, she is thrust into the one place she dreads most—the
center of it all.
“…combines the pleasure of historical fiction with the joy of amazing world-building. A
great read and enough of the world is left unexplored that I'm looking forward to the
sequel.”
– Ahimsa Kerp, author of Beneath the Mantle
“Effie is an amazing character. I loved following her journey and seeing her change
and grow.”
– I Heart Reading Blog
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